Innovations Early College High School  
SCC Meeting Minutes  
9/13/21  

Attending: Stacey Briggs, Bonnie Wilson, Adrienne Murray, Rachel Jones, Heather and Neil Sarin  

Plan from last year was putting trust lands money toward math teacher and tutors. Will identify new target area and come up with a new plan for SCC to approve and vote on.  

Teacher attendance at SCC, teachers should be assigned  

Bonnie Wilson is chair  
Heather Sarin volunteered to be vice chair  
Secretary is optional  

Introduction of parents in attendance  

Council Membership: must be an official member to have a vote  

Calendar review:  
Note asynchronous day on Oct 5  

Superintendent asking for KPI goals (key performance indicators) in 4 areas  
   1) Literacy (will be assigned, 5% increase district wide) we are mid 50s  
   2) Numeracy  
   3) Achievement gap goal will probably work on ESL services  
   4) Social/cultural goal mentor is supposed to be assigned to help us with this. Building out our online presence, building on what makes Inno different for online learning,  
   Mentoring  

Another potential social goal is around a new curriculum called Move This World. Innovations is going to start piloting it, it will be embedded into our mentoring.  

Heather suggested a possible goal around Covid vaccines, Stacey will look into more vaccine clinics.  

SLCC announced a vaccine mandate for any students taking classes there, which will include our concurrent students.  

Enrollment update  
10 year anniversary  
Dr. Gadsen (new superintendent) very excited about Innovations potential, has promoted Inno as “the” online option.
Stacey commented on the excellent mask adherence at Innovations

HB 58 dictates that we have to have a plan for vaping, tobacco, and alcohol using a positive behavior intervention system (PBIS). Plan in development.

September is Suicide prevention month—was included in last week’s assembly. PBIS will be discussed in future assemblies

Briefly discussed choosing mascot and acronym that might bridge to PBIS

SCC meetings will be monthly, on second Monday of the month at 5:30. Can be canceled if no agenda items.